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e:
 services in this manual are not 
 all networks. This also applies to the 
tional Emergency Number 112.

ct your network operator or service 
u are in doubt whether you can use a 
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the Guidelines for safe and efficient 
Limited warranty chapters before you 
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2

Sony Ericsson T600
First edition (May 2002)
This manual is published by Sony Ericsson Mobile 
Communications AB, without any warranty. 
Improvements and changes to this manual 
necessitated by typographical errors, inaccuracies 
of current information, or improvements to 
programs and/or equipment, may be made by Sony 
Ericsson Mobile Communications AB at any time 
and without notice. Such changes will, however, be 
incorporated into new editions of this manual.

All rights reserved.
©Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB, 
2002
Publication number: EN/LZT 108 5866 R1A
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ds come in two sizes. One is the size of a 
and the other is smaller. Your phone uses 
 card. Many credit card-sized SIM cards 
orated smaller card that you can take out 

 can use your phone you need to:
IM card.

ys insert the SIM card into the phone 
ching the battery.

charge the battery.

ys turn off the phone and detach the 
fore you insert or remove a SIM card.
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4 Getting started

About this User�s guide
Some services and functions described in this 
User�s guide are service provider- and subscription-
dependent. Because of this, all menus may not be 
available in your phone and the shortcut numbers 
to menus and functions may vary between phones.

This symbol indicates that a service or 
function is network- or service provider 
dependent.

Please refer to the information provided 
by your service provider for more information about 
your subscription.

We recommend that you read the chapter �Using 
the menus� on page 11 for information about how to 
move through the menus.

The SIM card
When you register as a subscriber with a network 
operator, you get a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 
card. The SIM card contains a computer chip that 
keeps track of your phone number, the services 
included in your subscription, and your Phone book 
information, among other things.

SIM car
credit card 
the smaller
have a perf
easily.

Assembly
Before you

� insert the S

Note: Alwa
before atta

� attach and 

Note: Alwa
charger be
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SIM card and battery information
It may take up to 30 minutes before an icon 
appears in the display when charging.

1. Slide the SIM card into the slot, under the silvery 
holder, with the golden connectors facing down and 
the cut corner to the left. (To remove the SIM card, 
just slide it out the same way.)

2. Place the battery on the back into the back of the 
phone, with the golden connectors facing down, 
and push down until it clicks into place.

3. Slide the battery cover upwards from the bottom 
of the phone into place as shown in the picture.

4. Connect the charger to the phone at the flash symbol. 
The flash symbol on the charger plug must face 
upwards.

5. It may take up to 30 minutes before the battery 
charging icon appears in the display.

6. Wait approximately 4 hours or until the icon 
indicates that the battery is fully charged.

7. Remove the charger by tilting the plug upwards.

Note: To remove the battery cover, press the top 
centre of the cover and slide downwards.
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r your PIN incorrectly 3 times in a row 
M card is blocked. See �The SIM card 
ge 42.

earch
ave turned on the phone (and entered your 
hone searches for a network. When a 
found, the phone beeps three times. This 
tandby mode�. You can now make and 
s.

our phone off
mode, press and hold NO until you hear 

call
rea code and phone number.
e a mistake while entering the number, 
rong number by pressing .

 end the call.

Ongoing call menu is displayed when 
ssed during a call.
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6 Making and receiving calls

Making and receiving calls
Turning your phone on

1. Press and hold NO until you hear a tone.
2. Enter your PIN (Personal Identity Number), if you 

have one for your SIM card. Your PIN is provided 
by your network operator.
If you make a mistake while entering your PIN, 
delete the wrong number by pressing .

3. Press YES.

If you ente
then the SI
lock� on pa

Network s
After you h
PIN), the p
network is 
is called �s
receive call

Turning y
� In standby 

a tone.

Making a 
1. Enter the a

If you mak
delete the w

2. Press YES.
Press NO to

Note: The 
 is pre

On/off
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answered.
a key or receive a call.

c re-dialling is not available for 

ational calls
the  key until a + sign appears.
the international prefix number of the 
hich you are calling.
ry code, area code (without the 
d phone number. Press YES.

gency calls
nternational emergency number).

sson phone supports the international 
bers, 112, 911 and 08. This means 
ally be used to initiate an emergency 
try, with or without a SIM card 
M network is within range.
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Changing the earpiece volume
During a call you can change the earpiece volume by 
sliding the volume key on the side of the phone.

� Slide the key upwards to increase the volume.
� Slide the key downwards to decrease the volume.

Turning off the microphone
During a call you can turn off the microphone.

� Press and hold .
� Press  to resume the conversation.

Re-dialling a previously called number
The Call list contains numbers that you have dialled, 
answered or missed.

To re-dial a previously called number
1. Press YES from standby mode to enter the Call list.
2. Press  or  to scroll through the list.
3. When the number you want to call is highlighted, 

press YES to make the call.

Automatic re-dialling
If a connection failed, and the display shows Retry?, 
you can re-dial the number by pressing YES. Your 
phone automatically re-dials (up to 10 times):

� until the call is 
� until you press 

Note: Automati
data calls.

Making intern
1. Press and hold 

The + replaces 
country from w

2. Enter the count
leading zero) an

Making emer
1. Enter 112 (the i
2. Press YES.

Your Sony Eric
emergency num
that it can norm
call in any coun
inserted, if a GS
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scription includes the Calling Line 
on (CLI) service and the caller�s network 
umber, the caller�s number is shown in 
 If you have saved the caller�s name 
r in the phone book, the caller�s name is 
If the network does not send the number, 
 shows Withheld.

 a call
 answer a call.

a call
r
lume key on the side of the phone either 
 downwards twice.

ears a busy tone if this is supported by 
network. If �Divert calls when busy� is on, 
iverted to the number you have specified. 
ting incoming calls� on page 41.

ad
e the phone to make a note of a phone 
ing a call. Use the number keys to enter 
. When you end the call, the number 
the display.
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8 Making and receiving calls

Note: Some service providers may require that a 
SIM card is inserted, and in some cases that the PIN 
has been entered as well.

Emergency numbers
Some countries may not promote the 
international emergency number, 112. Your 
operator may therefore have stored additional 
local emergency numbers on the SIM card.

To use another emergency number
1. Press  to go to the Phone book menu.
2. Press YES to select the menu.
3. Press  until Special numbers is highlighted, then 

press YES.
4. Press  until SOS numbers is highlighted, then 

press YES.
5. Press  or  to go to the number you want, 

then press YES to make the call.

Receiving calls
When you receive a call, the phone rings and the 
display shows Answer?

Tip: Press  when the phone rings to mute 
signal.

If your sub
Identificati
sends the n
the display.
and numbe
displayed. 
the display

Answering
� Press YES to

Rejecting 
� Press NO, o
� slide the vo

upwards or

The caller h
the caller�s 
the call is d
See �Diver

The notep
You can us
number dur
the number
remains in 
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h tone signals
e banking or to control an answering 
ed to use codes. These codes are sent 

gnals (also known as DTMF - Dual 
requency tones). If you press  - 
  during a call, these numbers 
re sent as tone signals. You can save 
one book and during a call, go to the 

pressing , find the entry in the 
 press , and Send as DTMF. 
 tone services� on page 22.
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When you enter the number, the person at the 
other end can hear the tones. You can turn the tones 
off (can only be done during a call).

To turn the tone signals off during a call
1. Press .
2. Scroll to Turn off tones and press YES.

Showing and hiding your phone 
number
You can choose to show or hide your 
number for a particular call, if this service is 
supported by your subscription.

To hide or show your phone number
1. Enter the phone number you wish to call.
2. Press .
3. Scroll to Hide My Number or Show My Number and 

press YES to make the call.

Sending touc
To use telephon
machine, you ne
as touch tone si
Tone Multiple F

,  and
and characters a
codes in your ph
phone book by 
phone book and
See also �Touch
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 key,  gives you the most common 
 the function you are using. You can also 
o standby and the Help function for menus.

, To enter the digits 0-9.
Press and hold 0 to enter the 
international prefix +.
To enter letters.
To move through menus using 
shortcuts.

To enter *.
To shift between upper- and 
lower-case letters.

h) To enter #.

To increase or decrease the volume of 
the earpiece during a call.
To reject an incoming call, slide either 
upwards or downwards twice.
To scroll through menus, lists and text.
To enter the Status menu.

Use
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10 Key functions

Key functions
The table below shows some examples of the key 
functions. See also �Quick keys� on page 68.

Option ke
The option
options for
select Exit t

Key Use
YES To make calls and answer calls.

To select a menu or setting.

NO To turn the phone on or off, press and 
hold the key.
To end a call.
To reject a call.
To go back one level in the menus, 
to leave a setting unchanged.
To go back to standby mode, press 
and hold NO.

 and To move (scroll) through menus, lists 
and text.

 (Clear) To delete numbers and letters from the 
display.
To delete an item from a list.
To turn off the microphone during a 
call, press and hold the key.

 - 

 (Has

Volume key

Key
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ret the instructions
 we are going to set the key sound to 

 sound
s, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Key 

 press YES.

tructions as follows:
ress  or  to scroll to the 

ect the Settings menu. The name of 
ou have chosen is shown at the top of 
tings).
ect the Sounds & alerts sub-menu.

 to scroll to the Key sound 
ress YES to select it.

 to scroll to the Tone option and 
ct it. You have now set the key sound 

O to go back to standby.

nterpret the instructions above by 
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Using the menus
There are seven main menus. Each menu has several 
sub-menus, where you find the different functions.

Moving through the menus
There are two ways of moving through the menus:

� Scrolling with the  and 
� Using shortcuts

Using shortcuts
A quicker way to move through the menus is to use 
shortcuts. Enter the menus by pressing  or  
and then simply enter the number of the menu to 
which you want to go.

How to interp
In this example
the tone option.

To set the key
1. Scroll to Setting

sound, YES.
2. Select Tone and

Interpret the ins
1. From standby, p

Settings menu.
2. Press YES to sel

the menu that y
the display (Set

3. Press YES to sel
4. Press  or 

sub-menu and p
5. Press  or 

press YES to sele
to tones.

6. Press and hold N

Shortcuts
This is how to i
using shortcuts:

Press... to...
scroll left or up through the menus.

scroll right or down through the menus.

YES select a menu, sub-menu or a setting.

NO go back one level in the menus, leave a 
setting unchanged.
press and hold NO to go back to standby.

enter optional menus
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 has pop-up help texts that explain the 
.

 help texts on or off
ttings, YES, Display, YES, Menu help.
r Off and press YES.

guage
cards automatically set the display 
 the language of the country where you 
r SIM card, Automatic. If this is not the 
e-set language is English.

 the display language
ttings, YES, Language, YES, Menus, YES.
guage and press YES.

an always choose Automatic by pressing 
  in standby, and English by pressing 
  in standby.
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12 Using the menus

To set the key sound
1. Press  or  to enter the main menu.
2. Press  to select the Settings menu.
3. Press  to select the Sounds & alerts sub-menu.
4. Press  to select the Key sound sub-menu.
5. Press  or  to scroll to Tone.
6. Press YES to select the tone option.
7. To go back to standby, press and hold NO.

Tip: To check a setting without changing it: scroll to 
the setting and leave it unchanged by pressing NO.

Display text
� Text at the top indicates the menu you have chosen.
� A text that is highlighted shows your position in the 

menu. If you press YES, you enter this menu or select 
this option.

� Grey text indicates a function that is temporarily 
unavailable, for example due to your subscription or 
due to a certain setting which has not been turned on.

� A filled button indicates that this option is selected.
� A tick indicates that this item is selected.

Help texts
Your phone
sub-menus

To turn the
1. Scroll to Se
2. Select On o

Menu lan
Most SIM 
language to
bought you
case, the pr

To change
1. Scroll to Se
2. Select a lan

Note: You c
 8888
 0000
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My shortcuts
You can place your favourite functions in the menu 
My shortcuts to quickly and easily reach the functions 
you use most.

To add a function to My shortcuts
1. Scroll to My shortcuts, YES, Edit shortcuts, YES.
2. Select a function from the list by pressing .
3. Press YES to confirm.

To change the position of the shortcut item.
1. Select a function from My shortcuts list.
2. Press  and scroll to Move up or Move down. 

Press YES.
3. Repeat steps 1 & 2 until the item is in the desired 

position.
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 Internet
marks

address
ume

t profile
 cache
ettings

ficates

Turn off tones*
Hold call*

Switch calls*
Release active*
Retrieve call*

Join calls*
Transfer call*

Parties in conf*
Mute mic*

Store number?*
Release all*
Extract part*
Release part*

he Ongoing call menu is activated 
 pressing  during a call.

Mobile Internet
Turn on keylock

Send new
New chat
Pictures

My numbers
Edit shortcuts

 Only available during a call.

ervices My shortcuts Ongoing call
N
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14 Using the menus

Menu overview

Find
Add number

Business cards
Groups

Calling cards
Options

Memory status
Special numbers

Send new
Inbox
Chat

Unsent
Sent items

Call voice mail
Templates

Options

Missed calls
Call list

Call costs
Call timers

Options

Calendar
Time

Pictures
Code memo
Calculator

Games

Mobile
Book

Enter 
Res

Selec
Clear

WAP s
Certi

Sounds & alerts
Profiles

Call options
Networks
Display

Language
Time and date

Locks
Handsfree

Master reset

T
by

Network

12:18

Please note that this overview shows 
all the possible menu alternatives in 
your phone. Many of the alternatives 
are network and subscription 
dependent.

*

Phone book Messages Call info Settings Extras WAP s
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ut
 is on by default. If you wish, you can 
 Text Input.

� Text Input on or off
s, YES, Language, YES, T9 options, 
ES.

f.

 of the Latin alphabet below for key 
 writing without T9� Text Input.

et�
e 1

C Å Ä Æ à Ç 2 Γ

F è É 3 ∆ Φ

I ì 4

 5 Λ

 O Ñ Ö Ø ò 6

R S ß 7 Π Σ ς

V Ü ù 8
N
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Entering letters
You can enter letters when you add names to the 
phone book, write text messages (SMS) or enter 
WAP addresses.

Your phone also has a function called T9� Text 
Input (predictive text input) for long texts such as 
text messages, if the input language you select 
supports this. T9� Text Input is a quicker way to 
write texts. See �Writing using T9� Text Input� 
on page 17.

Input modes
You can select the input mode that you want to use 
when writing.

To select input modes
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Language, YES, Input, YES.
2. Scroll to the alphabets (input modes) that you want to 

use for entering letters and press . Repeat step 2 
if you want to use another input mode.

3. Press YES to leave the menu.

When writing you can switch to another input mode 
by pressing  and then select Input. See �The list 
of options� on page 16.

T9� Text Inp
T9� Text Input
turn off the T9�

To turn the T9
1. Scroll to Setting

YES, T9 in use, Y
2. Select On or Of

See the table
functions when

Press� to g
Spac

A B 

D E 

G H 

J K L

M N

P Q 

T U 
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f options
s  when writing text messages, you 
of options:
 - for SMS only
 allows you to insert a picture.
dy - for SMS only
 allows you to insert a melody.
 for T9� Text Input only.
t to delete the complete word, press and 
 If you do not want to delete the complete 
dit it letter by letter, move the cursor by 
 or  and then delete letters by pressing 
r letters by pressing the appropriate key the 
times needed until you get the letter you 
n you are finished, press YES.
l
ch as ! and ? are shown.
een the symbols by using the keys
 + or  = move up
r  = move left
r  = move right
 - or  = move down
 select a symbol.
N
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16 Entering letters

Example:
� To enter an �A�, press  once.
� To enter a �B�, quickly press  twice.
� To enter lower-case letters, press  three times 

and then enter the letter, for example an �a�.

The list o
If you pres
enter a list 

� Ins. picture
This option

� Insert melo
This option

� Edit word -
If you wan
hold .
word, but e
using 

. Ente
number of 
want. Whe

� Add symbo
Symbols su
Move betw

�Volume
�  o
�  o
�Volume

Press YES to

W X Y Z 9

0 + Θ Ξ Ψ Ω

. � ! ? : ; " ( ) + - * / #

to delete a letter or number

to shift between capital, initial upper-case, 
lower-case, case letters and numbers

 - press and hold to enter numbers

press and hold to Add symbol menu

move cursor back

move cursor forward

Volume + go up one line

Volume - go down one line

Press� to get�
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 T9� Text Input
nput method uses a built-in dictionary 
 most commonly used word for a 
 presses. This way, you can press 
nce, even if the letter you want is not 
n the key.

 -  have the same function 
 without T9� Text Input.

s using T9� Text Input
ges, YES, Send new, YES.

, , .
ne� appears.

wn is the one you want:
to accept and add a space.
wn is not the one you want:
to view alternative words. Accept a 
d a space by pressing .
d the word you want by pressing :
to view the options menu. Select Edit 
he word and press YES. The word is 
 dictionary.
g your message. See also �Text and 
 on page 33.
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� Input
If you want to change the input mode for the text you 
are writing, scroll to an input mode and press YES.

� Candidates (0) - for T9� Text Input only
A list of alternative words is shown. Scroll to a word 
and press YES.

� Dictionary - for T9� Text Input only
If you want to change the language for the text you 
are writing, scroll to a language and press YES.

� Reply request - for SMS only
You can turn on the reply request option. When you 
send a message, you are asked whether you want the 
recipient to reply or not.

� Message type - for SMS only
You can select how you want your text message to 
be interpreted by the receiver.

� Status request
Check if a message has been delivered.

� Send - for SMS only
This option will send the message.

� Help - for T9� Text Input only
Explains T9� Text Input

� Exit to standby
Exit to standby.

Writing using
The T9� Text I
to recognise the
sequence of key
each key only o
the first letter o

Note: Keys 
as when writing

To enter letter
1. Scroll to Messa
2. Press , 

The word �Ja
If the word sho

�press  
If the word sho

�press  
word and ad

If you do not fin
�press  
word. Edit t
added to the

3. Continue writin
chat messages�
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ersonal phone book
 has a phone book in which you can save 
d accompanying names (an entry).

number together with a name
one book, YES, Add number, YES.
new? or any of the numbers from the 
sing YES.
hone number that you want to save and 

e that you want to associate with the 
ber and press YES.
gain to save the entry in the suggested 

umber saved in the phone book
old  until the Find menu appears.
ame (or the first few letters of the name) 
with the number that you want to call and 

 displayed is not the one you want, press 
 until you find the correct name and 

 make the call.
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18 Your personal phone book

Tip: Press  to enter a full stop. To enter other 
punctuation marks, press and hold .  
checks the next candidate for the suggested word. 
Accept by pressing . Press and hold  to 
select T9� Text Input on/off.

Your p
Your phone
numbers an

To save a 
1. Scroll to Ph
2. Select Add 

list by pres
3. Enter the p

press YES.
4. Enter a nam

phone num
5. Press YES a

position.

To call a n
1. Press and h
2. Enter the n

associated 
press YES.
If the name

 or 
number.

3. Press YES to
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cription must support the Calling 
ion Service, if you want to save 
ers.

hone book up to date
 and delete names and numbers from 
.

y
 book, YES, Find, YES.
(or the first few letters) for the entry 
 edit and press YES.

press YES.
 finished editing, press YES to save 

ntry from the phone book
 book, YES, Find, YES.
(or the first few letters) for the entry 
 edit and press YES.

 you want to delete is highlighted, 

firm.
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Shortcuts to phone book entries
You can call the phone numbers that you have saved 
in positions 1�9 by entering the position number in 
standby, and then pressing YES.

When in standby, you can find an entry by pressing 
and holding one of the keys  �  to find an 
entry beginning with the first letter on that key, or the 
closest following. For example, press and hold  
to get to the first entry beginning with the letter �G� 
(or the closest following). Press  again to get to 
the first entry beginning with �H� and so on. When you 
find the entry you want, press YES to make the call.

Ask to save
If Ask to save is on, you are asked if you want to save 
any called or answered number that is not already 
saved in your phone book.

To turn the Ask to save function on or off
1. Scroll to Phone Book, YES, Options, YES, Ask to save, 

YES.
2. Select On or Off and press YES.

Note: Your subs
Line Identificat
answered numb

Keeping the p
You can change
the phone book

To edit an entr
1. Scroll to Phone
2. Enter the name 

that you wish to
3. Press .
4. Select Edit and 
5. When you have

your changes.

To delete an e
1. Scroll to Phone
2. Enter the name 

that you wish to
3. When the entry

press .
4. Press YES to con
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 where to save an entry
save an entry and are asked to enter 
 number, you can do the following:
 number in the first empty position 
press YES.
 number in another position, press  
e position number, enter a new position 
 press YES.
 number in the phone memory, you first 
w how many positions you have got on 
ard. You can check this in the Memory 
. If, for example, you have 250 positions 
 card, you can enter position number 

 a number in the first position of the 
ory.

 to move a selected contact to 
sition, or to select �Card memory� or 
mory�.

 protection
 save a phone number in a position which 
tains a phone number, the message 
 appears together with the name saved in 
n. You now have two options:
N
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20 Your personal phone book

Sort order
Your phone book entries can be sorted according to 
their position number or the name.

To choose a sort order
1. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Options, YES, Sort order, 

YES.
2. Select a sort order and press YES.

Phone book memories
Your phone book entries are saved in the memory 
on your SIM card.

You can also save your entries in the phone memory. 
The phone memory holds 250 positions in which 
your entries are saved when all SIM positions are 
occupied.

You can check how many memory positions you 
have in your memories and how many of them you 
have used.

To check the status of the memories
� Scroll to Phone book, YES, Memory status, YES.

Choosing
When you 
the position

� To save the
suggested, 

� To save the
to delete th
number and

� To save the
need to kno
your SIM c
status menu
on your SIM
251 to save
phone mem

Tip: Press 
another po
�Phone me

Overwrite
If you try to
already con
Overwrite?
that positio
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w group
 book, YES, Groups, YES, Add new?, 

r the group and press YES.
w? and press YES.

in your phone book and press YES.
 member, repeat steps 3 and 4.
e the menu.

ber to an existing group.
nd press YES.

? and press YES.
in your phone book and press YES.

ds
ur own business card as an entry in 
. You can then exchange business 

wn business card
 book, YES, Business cards, YES.
own and press YES.
ent�s phone number and press YES.
ecall a number from the phone book.
d.
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� Press YES to replace the number with the new one.
� Press NO if you do not want to replace the old 

number. Enter a new position and press YES.

You can delete entries saved in the phone memory.

To delete all entries from the phone memory
1. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Options, YES, Delete all, 

YES.
2. Press YES again.
3. Enter the phone lock code (0000 or another one that 

you have chosen yourself, see �The phone lock� 
on page 43), and press YES.

Note: The entries on your SIM card are not deleted.

Groups
You can create a group of phone book entries. You 
can then send a text message to all members of that 
group at the same time. See �Text and chat messages� 
on page 33.

To create a ne
1. Scroll to Phone

YES.
2. Enter a name fo
3. Scroll to Add ne
4. Select an entry 
5. To add the next
6. Press NO to leav

To add a mem
1. Select a group a
2. Select Add new
3. Select an entry 

Business car
You can add yo
the phone book
cards via SMS.

To send your o
1. Scroll to Phone
2. Select Send my 
3. Enter the recipi

Press  to r
4. Press YES to sen
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 phone number together with tone 
d codes
one book, YES, Add number, YES.

ng the phone number, press and hold  
use character P appears in the display. 
ode, then if needed, enter another pause, 
e and so on.

ame that you want to associate with the 
ber and code and press YES.
 save.

rom one SIM card to another
py your phone book entries on one SIM 
ther, via the phone�s memory.
hone memory contains phone book entries 
sh to keep, you first need to copy these 
 the phone memory to a SIM card, 

hey will be deleted.

an only copy 250 items at a time. Check 
 memory and your SIM card memory 
start copying, to make sure that you do 
ntries you want to keep.
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22 Your personal phone book

To edit your own business card
1. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Business cards, YES, Edit 

my card, YES.
2. Edit your own phone number, press YES, edit your 

name and press YES again.

To save a received business card
1. When you have received a business card the display 

shows Save received business card?.
2. Press YES to accept the number, name and position 

and it will be stored in the phone book.

Tip: You can edit the number, name and position 
in the phone book of the business card.

Touch tone services
In your phone book, you can save a phone number 
together with tone signals and codes. When you call 
this entry, the phone number and all the tone signal 
codes are then dialled automatically.

Note: Saving personal codes in the phone book 
involves a risk if your phone is stolen. It is safer to 
save personal codes in the Code memo. See �Code 
memo� on page 57.

To save a
signals an

1. Scroll to Ph
2. After enteri

until the pa
Enter the c
another cod

3. Enter the n
phone num

4. Press YES to

Copying f
You can co
card to ano

If your p
that you wi
entries from
otherwise t

Note: You c
your phone
before you 
not delete e
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 call list
es the last 30 incoming, outgoing 

s.
 saved in chronological order, except 
ed number, which is always displayed 
on. If you check a call within 24 hours, 
all is displayed. Otherwise, the time 

he date.
ng call is a restricted number, the 
nknown.

ber from the call list
 the phone is in standby mode.
er you want to call and press YES.

 select Edit bef. call to edit the 
calling.

so select the Call list from the Call 

 list, scroll to Call info, YES, Options, 
list, YES.
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To copy from a SIM card to the phone memory
1. Insert a SIM card.
2. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Options, YES, Copy, YES, 

Copy from card, YES.
3. Enter from which position number on the SIM card 

you want to start copying and press YES.
4. Press YES again to start copying.

Wait until the display shows Phone book entries 
copied:.

To copy from the phone memory to a SIM card
1. Insert a SIM card.
2. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Options, YES, Copy, YES, 

Copy to card, YES.
3. Enter the position number of your SIM card where 

you want to start saving your entries and press YES.
4. Press YES again to start copying.

Wait until the display shows Phone book entries 
copied:.

Using the
The Call list sav
and missed call

The calls are
for the last diall
in the first positi
the time of the c
is replaced by t

If the incomi
display shows U

To call a num
1. Press YES when
2. Select the numb
� press  and

number before 

Tip: You can al
info menu.

To clear the call
YES, Clear call 
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oice mail service
ing service of your service 

lows callers to leave a voice 
hen you cannot answer your 
re informed about the voice 
a a text message or by a specific voice 
tion.

r voice mail service
ve the number to your voice mail service.

ur voice mail number
essages, YES, Options, YES, Voice mail 

voice mail number and press YES.

r voice mail service
old  from standby.

 a voice mail
receive a voice mail, your phone beeps 
ssage New voice mail appears in the 
ss YES to listen to the voice mail.

t to listen to it later, press NO.
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24 Your voice mail service

To turn the call list on or off
1. Scroll to Call info, YES, Options, YES, Set call list, YES.
2. Select On or Off and press YES.

If you turn off the list, it is cleared.

Missed calls
If you have missed a call, the message Missed calls:1 
appears in standby mode. (The number indicates the 
number of missed calls.)

To check your missed calls
1. Press YES to display the missed calls.
2. Select a number and press YES to call the number.

Press NO if you do not want to check your missed 
calls now.

Your v
The answer
provider al
message w
calls. You a
message vi
mail indica

Using you
You can sa

To save yo
1. Scroll to M

no., YES.
2. Enter your 

To call you
� Press and h

Receiving
When you 
and the me
display. Pre
If you wan
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g signal on or off
ress and hold .

pt the alarm and timer signals are 

t step1 and press YES.

 a ring signal that rises in steps from 
me to the highest.
s, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, 
, YES. Select On and press YES.

e
 a ring signal from a list of different 
odies.

ng signal
s, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Ring 
lls, YES.
nal and press YES.

lume key on the side of the phone 
.
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Personalising your phone
You can adjust the phone settings to suit your own 
requirements.

Ring signals
You can specify the ring signal volume, choose 
among different ring signals or compose your own.

Ring signal volume
The ring signal volume can be set to six levels. You 
can also turn the ring signal off (0).

To set the ring signal volume
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Ring 

volume, YES.
2. Press  or  to decrease or increase the volume.
3. Press YES to save the setting.

Tip: Use the volume key on the side of the phone to 
change the volume silently.

To turn the rin
1. From standby, p
2. Press YES.

All signals exce
turned off.
To cancel, repea

Increasing ring
You can choose
the lowest volu

� Scroll to Setting
Increasing ring

Ring signal typ
You can choose
sounds and mel

To choose a ri
1. Scroll to Setting

signals, YES, Ca
2. Select a ring sig

Tip: Use the vo
to scroll silently
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pecific ring signal for a defined group 

ttings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Ring 
, Personal rings, YES, Add new?, YES.
 to recall a defined group from the phone 

g signal and press YES.

g your own ring signal
 editor enables you to compose your own 
.

compose a ring signal
ttings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, My 
ES.
of the melodies and press YES.
 and press YES.
pad to enter a note.
w note move the 
g  to the dotted 
ress the keypad.

te is entered you can 
note in the 
ays:

 to change up 
e.

 to change down one note.
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26 Personalising your phone

Specific ring signals for personal calls
If your subscription includes the Calling Line 
Identification (CLI) service, you can assign a 
personal ring signal to up to ten callers, or to a group 
of callers.

If the last seven digits of a caller�s number 
correspond to a number you have specified, then that 
caller�s ring signal is used.

You can include question marks in a phone number. 
For example, 012345??? means that calls from phone 
numbers between 012345000 and 012345999 will 
have the same personal ring signal. Press and hold 

 to insert a question mark.

To set a specific ring signal for a caller
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Ring 

signals, YES, Personal rings, YES, Add new?, YES.
2. Enter the caller�s number and press YES.

Press  to recall a number from the phone book.
3. Select a ring signal and press YES.

To set a s
of callers

1. Scroll to Se
signals, YES

2. Press 
book.

3. Select a rin

Composin
The melody
ring signals

To edit or 
1. Scroll to Se

melodies, Y
2. Select one 
3. Select Edit
4. Use the key
� To add a ne

cursor usin
frame and p

� When a no
change the 
following w

�press 
one not

�press 
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d repeat blocks from the  menu.

me, beat and style for a melody
s, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, My 

 and press YES.
and press YES.
ecrease or increase the volume.
ease or increase the beats per minute.
ct a style.
ng and press YES to save the setting.

e of the melody is dependent upon 
e settings.

lody name and composer
dy to edit from the Settings/Sounds & 
ies menu and press YES.
t Melody info and press YES.
to edit the melody name.
 to edit the composer name.

e and press YES.

 when in the Melody info menu to 
 name and composer name.
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�press  to increase the octave.
�press  to decrease the octave.
�press  to change to a longer note.
�press  to change to a shorter note.
�press  to change to a flat or sharp note.
�press  to turn the vibration on or off.
�press  to change the duration specifier.
�press  to add a new note above the current 
note.

�press  to increase or decrease the volume.
�press  to delete the selected note.

� Scroll using  or  from one note to the next. 
The highlighted line on the display shows which note 
is selected.

5. Press YES to listen to the melody.
6. Press YES again to save the melody or NO to continue 

editing the melody.

Tip: You can play a melody from the  menu.

To create a repeat block of notes
1. Select the starting note of the repeat and press .
2. Select the ending note of the repeat and press .
3. Press  to change the repeat count 1-9 times, or 

 to continually repeat.

Tip: You can ad

To set the volu
1. Scroll to Setting

melodies, YES.
2. Select a melody
3. Select a setting 
� Set volume, to d
� Set beat, to decr
� Set style, to sele
4. Enter your setti

Note: The volum
the main volum

To edit the me
1. Select the melo

alerts/My melod
2. Scroll and selec
� Press YES once 
� Press YES twice
3. Enter a new nam

Tip: Press 
edit the melody
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ersonal rings, YES and select the signal 

 to select a defined group from the 
.

 contains pictures which can be edited 
s new pictures in My pictures. The 
 be inserted in a text message, see �To 

ture in a text message� on page 33.
 delete pictures from My pictures and My 
but you cannot delete the original pictures 
 the phone when you bought it.

d save a picture in your phone
tras, YES, Pictures, YES.
ture group and press YES.
 and  to scroll through the pictures.
ture and press YES to view the editing 

can now start to edit the picture.
 to view the Options menu.
 and press YES. The picture is saved in 
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28 Personalising your phone

Vibrating alert
You can choose to be notified of an incoming call by 
the buzzing of the Vibrating alert. You can set the 
phone�s Vibrating alert to one of the following:

� On (all the time)
� On if silent (on when the ringing volume is turned 

off or when you have set the phone to silent)
� Off (all the time)

Note: When your phone is attached to a charger, 
the Vibrating alert is turned off automatically.

To set the Vibrating alert
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, 

Vibrating alert, YES.
2. Select the setting you want, and then press YES.

Message signal
You can set the message signal.

� Scroll to Settings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, 
Message alert, YES and select the signal you want.

You can also set a personal message signal for a 
defined group in your phone book.

� Scroll to Se
alert, YES, P
you want.

� Press 
phone book

Pictures
Your phone
and saved a
pictures can
insert a pic

You can
favourites, 
that were in

To edit an
1. Scroll to Ex
2. Select a pic
3. Press 

Select a pic
tools. You 

4. Press 
5. Select Save

My picture
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ure in My favourites
, YES, Pictures, YES.
 group and press YES.
 and press .
rites and press YES.

ture from My favourites
 from My favourites and press .
ete the picture.

ckground picture
, YES, Pictures, YES.
 group and press YES.
 and press .
ure and press YES.

e background picture on or off.
nd from the Settings/Display menu 

r Off.

etween black and white pen colour.

p the Options menu.
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How to use the keys when editing a picture.

To save a pict
1. Scroll to Extras
2. Select a picture
3. Select a picture
4. Select My favou

To delete a pic
1. Select a picture
2. Press YES to del

To install a ba
1. Scroll to Extras
2. Select a picture
3. Select a picture
4. Select Inst. pict

You can turn th
� Select Backgrou

and select On o

Key Use
Move the cursor up and left.

Move the cursor up.

Move the cursor up and right.

Move the cursor left.

Lift up, or put down the pen.
Press and hold to switch between zoom and 
full size view.

Move the cursor right.

Move the cursor down and left.

Move the cursor down.

Move the cursor down and right.

Switch line thickness.

YES Save the picture.

NO Quit the picture editor.

Clear the picture.

Move the cursor 1, 5 or 10 spaces.

Switch b

Brings u

Key Use
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an call the international emergency 
 even if the keypad is locked.

 keypad manually
 in standby.
 on keylock and press YES.

the keypad
.
 off keylock? and press YES.

keylock means that if no keys are pressed 
onds, the keypad will be locked.

 automatic keylock on or off
ttings, YES, Locks, YES, Auto keylock, YES.
r Off and press YES.

 date
 always displayed in standby mode.

 time
ttings, YES, Time and date, YES, Set time, 

me and press YES.
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30 Personalising your phone

Key sound
You can set the key sound to clicks, tones or silent.

� Select Key sound from the Settings/Sounds & alerts 
menu and then select the key sound you want.

Minute minder
If you turn on the minute minder, you hear a beep once 
every minute during a call.

� Select Minute minder from the Call info/Call timers 
menu and then select On or Off.

Display light
The display light can be set to automatic, off or on. 
In automatic mode, the display light is turned off 
25 seconds after you press the last key.

� Select Light from the Settings/Display menu, and 
then select the alternative you want.

The keypad lock
The keypad lock feature helps you to avoid accidental 
dialling. The keypad remains locked until you:

� answer an incoming call
� unlock the keypad
� receive an SMS.

Note: You c
number 112

To lock the
1. Press 
2. Select Turn

To unlock 
1. Press 
2. Select Turn

Automatic 
after 25 sec

To turn the
1. Scroll to Se
2. Select On o

Time and
The time is

To set the
1. Scroll to Se

YES.
2. Enter the ti
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ering mode
s, YES, Handsfree, YES, Answering 

ring mode and press YES.

your phone on or off, a greeting 
isplay. If you want to interrupt the 
n press the NO key.

eting
s, YES, Display, YES, User greeting, 

g and press YES.
rn off the greeting by selecting Off.

r display
wn phone number, scroll to Settings, 
S, My numbers, YES. If your number 

 your SIM card, you can enter it 
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To choose a 12-hour or a 24 hour clock, scroll to 
Settings, YES, Time and date, YES, Time settings, YES 
and then select the time format you want. If you select 
the 12-hour clock, you can alternate between am and 
pm by pressing .

Date
When the phone is in standby mode, you can slide 
the volume key to see today�s date.

To set the date
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Time and date, YES, Set date, 

YES.
2. Enter the date (two digits), month and year and then 

press YES.

To select another date format, scroll to Settings, YES, 
Time and date, YES, Date format, YES, and then select 
the date format you want.

Answering mode
When using a portable handsfree, you can choose to 
answer a call by pressing any key (except NO) or set 
the phone to answer the call automatically.

To select answ
1. Scroll to Setting

mode, YES.
2. Select an answe

Greeting text
When you turn 
appears in the d
greeting, you ca

To select a gre
1. Scroll to Setting

YES.
2. Select a greetin

You can also tu

Phone numbe
To check your o
YES, Display, YE
is not stored on
yourself.
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e the Short Message Service 
end and receive text messages.
mber to your service centre is not 
our SIM card, you must specify 
 yourself. This also applies to chat 
ee �Mobile chat� on page 35.

number to your service centre is provided 
vice provider.

he number to your service centre
essages, YES, Options, YES, Service 
S.
er is found, select Add new? and press YES.
umber, including the international + sign 
 code, and press YES.

 text message
nd a text message and insert pictures and 
 it. When you send messages containing 

d melodies, you use the Long Messages 
ee �Long messages� on page 37.
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32 Text and chat messages

Master reset
You can reset the phone settings to the way they were 
when you bought your phone.

To reset the phone
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Master reset, YES.
2. Enter the phone lock code (0000 or the new code if 

you have changed it) and press YES.

Text an
You can us
(SMS) to s

If the nu
stored on y
the number
messages. S

Note: The 
by your ser

To check t
1. Scroll to M

centres, YE
If no numb

2. Enter the n
and country

Sending a
You can se
melodies in
pictures an
function. S
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lody in a text message
ges, YES, Send new, YES.
your message, press .
lody and press YES.

dy you want to insert and press YES.

t message to a group
xt messages to a group that you have 
ved in your phone book, see �Groups� 

 message to a group
& 2 of �To send a text message�.
ect Groups and press YES.
nd press YES.

e charged for each group member.

essage
ve a message, the phone beeps, and 
w message Read now? appears in 
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To send a text message
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Send new, YES.
2. Enter your message and press YES.

See �Entering letters� on page 15.
3. Enter the recipient�s phone number or recall it from 

the phone book by pressing .
4. Press YES to send the message.

Tip: You can also press  to recall a number 
from the phone book.

If you want to send the message later, press NO when 
you are asked to enter the phone number. The message 
is saved in the Unsent list.

To insert a picture in a text message
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Send new, YES.
2. While entering your message, press .
3. Select Ins. picture and press YES.
4. Select one of the picture groups and press YES.
5. Select the picture you want to insert and press YES.

To insert a me
1. Scroll to Messa
2. While entering 
3. Select Insert me
4. Select the melo

Sending a tex
You can send te
specified and sa
on page 21.

To send a text
1. Follow steps 1 
2. Press , sel
3. Select a group a

Note: You will b

Receiving a m
When you recei
the message Ne
the display.
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picture found in a message
icture is highlighted, press .
 picture and press YES.
 is saved in My pictures in the Pictures 

melody found in a message
elody icon is highlighted, press .

 melody and press YES.
e position where you want to save the 
hin My melodies and press YES.

t the saved melody as a ring signal, 
ose a ring signal� on page 25.

coming messages
essages are saved in the phone memory. 

memory can hold up to 20 messages. 
hone memory is full, the oldest read 
deleted when a new message is received.
one memory becomes full of unread 
ew messages are automatically saved on 

rd. Messages that are saved on the SIM 
 there until you delete them.
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34 Text and chat messages

To read the message
1. Press YES.

Press NO if you want to read the message later. The 
message is saved in your Inbox in the Message menu.

2. Press  or  to scroll through the message. 
An arrow in the bottom right corner of the display 
indicates that there is more text in the message.

3. When you have read the message, press YES. A menu 
with different options appears. Select

� Reply to reply to a message.
� Forward to forward a message.
� Delete to delete the message.
� Save to save the message.
� Call to call the sender of the message.
� Chat to chat with the sender of the message.
� Numbers to call or save a phone number found in the 

message.
� Read next to read the next message.

Tip: If you select a message in the Inbox and press 
, you can see the list of options.

If the sender of the message wants you to reply, the 
message �Reply request Reply?� appears in the display. 
Press YES again to reply. If you do not want to reply, 
press NO.

To save a 
1. When the p
2. Select Save

The picture
menu.

To save a 
1. When the m
2. Select Save
3. Scroll to th

melody wit

Note: To se
see�To cho

Saving in
Incoming m
The phone 
When the p
message is 

If the ph
messages, n
the SIM ca
card remain
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an scroll to Messages, YES, Chat YES. 
u you can choose to:
session with another person
suspended session
sion
pended session

so press  when in the chat 
 list of options.

ve a new chat message from the 
e chatting with, the chat session is 
activated if in standby. If you are 
nction of the phone then your phone 

session
ession, press NO.
pears in the display. To end the 

ES.

 to enter a nickname which will 
cipient�s display each time you send 
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To save a message on the SIM card
1. When you have read the message, press YES.
2. Select Save and press YES.

Mobile chat
You can use the chat function to send and receive 
chat messages. The chat function works in the same 
way as a chat on the Internet.

To start a chat session
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Chat, YES, Start new, YES.
2. Enter the recipient�s phone number or recall it from 

the phone book by pressing .
3. Write your chat message and press YES.

If you receive a new message while another chat 
session is ongoing, the new message is saved in the 
Inbox in the Messages menu.

To suspend and resume a chat session
You can suspend an ongoing chat session by pressing 
NO twice and  appears in the display. While a 
session is suspended you can use any of the other 
functions in your phone. When a session is 

suspended you c
In the chat men

�Start a new 
�Resume the 
�Save the ses
�End the sus

Tip: You can al
session to see a

When you recei
person you wer
automatically re
using another fu
beeps.

To end a chat 
1. During a chat s
2. End session? ap

session, press Y

You can choose
appear in the re
a chat message.
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sage cannot be delivered, for example if 
t has turned off the phone, your service 

save the message to send it later.

est
t the recipient of your message to reply, 
n on the Reply request option.

uest
 to see the status of the message you have 
n turn on the Status request option.

efault message option
essages, YES, Options, YES.
ption, YES.
efault, YES.

ption, YES.

t on send on or off
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36 Text and chat messages

To enter a chat nickname
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Chat, YES, Options, YES.
2. Select Nickname and press YES.
3. Enter your nickname, with a maximum of 6 

characters, and press YES.

You can choose to hide your own message from your 
phones display when you are in a chat session.

To show or hide your own chat message
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Chat, YES, Options, YES.
2. Select Hide my lines and press YES.
3. Select On or Off and press YES.

Customising your text messages
You can set a default value for the message options 
below, or you can turn on the Set on send option 
which means that you choose the setting you want 
each time you send a message.

Message type
You can send different types of messages. Your 
service provider may offer the facility of converting 
a text message into a format (fax, etc.) that suits the 
equipment that is going to receive the message.

Validity pe
If your mes
the recipien
centre can 

Reply requ
If you wan
you can tur

Status req
If you want
sent, you ca

To set a d
1. Scroll to M
2. Select an o
3. Select Set d
4. Select an o

To turn Se
1. Scroll to M
2. Select an o
3. Select Set o
4. Select On o
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plate now, press YES when Send 
ppears and proceed as described in 
message� on page 33.
do not want to send the template now.

late
ges, YES, Templates, YES.
late and press YES. You may edit the 
 sending it.
 completed the message, press YES.
ent�s phone number.
d the template.

ct a template in Templates and press 
ee a list of options.

tion
n is a type of text message 
l subscribers in a certain 
r example, a local traffic 
sage automatically appears in the 
nnot save area messages. When you 
essage and press YES or NO, it is 

lt your operator for more information 
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Long messages
A short text message can consist of up to 160 
characters. You can send a longer message, but it is 
automatically divided into several shorter messages 
(up to three messages) and depending on your service 
provider, you can be charged for each message.

To turn long messages on or off
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Options, YES, Long 

messages, YES.
2. Select On or Off and press YES.

Note: If the recipient�s phone does not support long 
messages, the messages are received one at a time.

Templates
If you have one or more standard messages that you 
use often, you can save these as templates in your 
phone. You can save 10 templates consisting of up 
to 160 characters each.

To create a template
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Templates, YES, Add new?, 

YES.
2. Enter the message and press YES.

3. To send the tem
message now? a
�To send a text 
Press NO if you 

To use a temp
1. Scroll to Messa
2. Select the temp

message before
3. When you have
4. Enter the recipi
5. Press YES to sen

Tip: If you sele
, you can s

Area informa
Area Informatio
that is sent to al
network area, fo
report. The mes
display. You ca
have read the m
deleted.

Please consu
about the area i
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 a group of settings which are set to suit a 
ironment. For example, when you go to a 
u can choose the Meeting profile and a 

settings are set � the ring signal is turned 

es
 has a number of pre-set profiles that you 
essories to, rename or change. You 
ge the name of or add any accessories to 

 profile.
 alerts, ring signals and key sound are 
ndant, which means that they are different 

file, and can be edited in the Profiles menu.

 a profile manually
ttings, YES, Profiles, YES and select a 

 a profile setting
ttings, YES, Profiles, YES, Edit current, YES.
ting and press YES.
 profile settings and press YES.
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38 Profiles

To turn Area information on or off
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Options, YES, Area info, YES, 

Reception.
2. Select On or Off and press YES.

To insert an Area information code
1. Scroll to Messages, YES, Options, YES, Area info, YES, 

Edit list, YES, Add new?, YES.
2. Enter the new code and press YES.

Cell information
The �Cell information channel� is used by 
some network operators for sending 
messages to their subscribers within a 
certain network area.

� To turn on the channel, select Cell information from 
the Messages/Options menu and then select On.

Profile
A profile is
certain env
meeting, yo
number of 
off etc.

The profil
Your phone
can add acc
cannot chan
the Normal

Message
profile depe
in each pro

To choose
� Scroll to Se

profile.

To change
1. Scroll to Se
2. Select a set
3. Change the
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 incoming calls
swer an incoming voice or data call, 

t to another number.
ls, (not data) you can choose between 
ivert alternatives:
 divert all voice calls.

vert calls if you are already on the 

 divert calls if your phone is turned 
 unreachable.
rt calls that you do not answer within 
 limit (operator service).

ll divert
s, YES, Call options, YES, Divert 

ption and press YES.
and press YES.
 number to which you want your calls 
nd press YES, or retrieve it from the 
pressing .
N
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To change the name of a profile
� Scroll to Settings, YES, Profiles, YES, Edit current, 

YES, Profile name, YES and enter a new name.

You can reset all profile settings to the way they were 
set when you bought your phone.

� Select Reset profiles from the Settings/Profiles menu.

Automatic activation
The Port h-free profile, is automatically activated 
when you use the portable handsfree accessory. 
When you disconnect your phone from the accessory, 
the profile is changed back to the one which was 
active before, if the current profile was activated 
automatically.

When you buy your phone, the automatic 
activation is set on the Portable handsfree profile.

To turn automatic activation on or off
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Profiles, YES, Auto activation, 

YES.
2. Select On or Off and press YES.

Note: A profile with no associated accessories, such 
as Meeting or Normal, must be chosen manually.

Diverting
If you cannot an
you can divert i

For voice cal
the following d

� All voice calls �
� When busy � di

phone.
� Not reachable �

off or if you are
� No reply � dive

a specified time

To turn on a ca
1. Scroll to Setting

calls, YES.
2. Select a divert o
3. Select Activate 
4. Enter the phone

to be diverted a
phone book by 
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n, but not your phone itself, from 
d use. If you change SIM cards, 
till works with the new SIM 

 cards are locked at the time of purchase. 
card lock is on, you have to enter a �PIN� 
dentity Number) every time you turn on 
.
ter your PIN incorrectly three times in a 
 card is blocked. This is indicated by the 

N blocked. To unblock it you need to 
�PUK� (Personal Unblocking Key). Your 
K are supplied by your service provider.

 your SIM card
d appears in the display.
PUK and press YES.
 four- to eight-digit PIN and press YES.
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40 Security for your phone and subscription

Note: When the Restricted Calls function is on, some 
Divert Calls options cannot be activated. See 
�Restrict calls� on page 42.

To turn off a call divert
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Call options, YES, Divert 

calls, YES.
2. Scroll to a divert option and press YES.
3. Select Cancel and press YES.
� Select Get status to check if a divert option is on or off.

You can check the status of all divert options.
� Select Check all from the Settings/Call options/

Divert calls menu.

Securi
subsc
The SIM c
The SIM ca
subscriptio
unauthorise
the phone s
card.

Most SIM
If the SIM 
(Personal I
your phone

If you en
row, the SIM
message PI
enter your 
PIN and PU

To unblock
1. PIN blocke
2. Enter your 
3. Enter a new
4. Re-enter th
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ck
protects the phone against unauthorised 
 and the SIM card is exchanged. It is 

u buy the phone. You can change the 
e (0000) to any four- to eight-digit 

he phone lock can be set to on, 
f.

k is on, the message Phone locked 
e: appears each time you turn on the 
e to enter your code followed by YES 
ne.

k is set to automatic, you do not need 
one lock code until a different SIM 
in the phone.

phone lock code
s, YES, Locks, YES, Phone lock, YES, 
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Security 

To change your PIN
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Locks, YES, Card lock, YES, 

Change PIN, YES.
2. Enter your old (current) PIN and press YES.
3. Enter your new PIN and press YES.
4. Re-enter the new PIN to confirm and press YES.

Note: If the message �Codes do not match� appears, 
you entered the new PIN incorrectly. If the message 
�Wrong PIN� appears, followed by �Old PIN:�, you 
entered your old PIN incorrectly.

To change your PIN 2
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Locks, YES, Card lock, YES, 

Change PIN2, YES.
2. Proceed as described in �To change your PIN�.

To turn the SIM card lock on or off
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Locks, YES, Card lock, YES, 

Protection, YES.
2. Select On or Off, and press YES.
3. Enter your PIN and press YES.

The phone lo
The phone lock 
use if it is stolen
not on when yo
phone lock cod
personal code. T
automatic or of

Phone lock on
If the phone loc
Phone lock cod
phone. You hav
to use your pho

Automatic
If the phone loc
to enter your ph
card is inserted 

Changing the 
1. Scroll to Setting

Change code, Y
2. Follow the step

on page 41.
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ttings, YES, Call options, YES, Restrict 

ption and press YES.
ate or Cancel and press YES.

password and press YES.

e status of a call restriction, select the call 
nd then Get status.
all call restrictions, select Cancel all.
the password, select Change passwd.

u divert incoming calls, you cannot 
e Restrict calls options. Likewise, if you 

ls, you cannot activate some Divert calls 

lling
Dialling function allows calls to 
ly to certain numbers saved on 
rd. If an attempt is made to call 
ers, the message Number not permitted 

the display. Fixed dialling requires a SIM 
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42 Security for your phone and subscription

Note: It is important that you remember your new 
code. If you should forget it, you have to hand in your 
phone to your local Sony Ericsson retailer.

To set the phone lock
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Locks, YES, Phone lock, YES, 

Protection, YES.
2. Select an alternative and press YES.
3. Enter the phone lock code and press YES.

Restrict calls
The Restrict Calls service allows you to 
restrict certain types of calls being made and 
received.

You need a password, which comes with your 
subscription, to activate or cancel a call restriction.

The following calls can be restricted:
� all outgoing calls, All outgoing
� all outgoing international calls, Outgoing intl
� all outgoing international calls except to your home 

country, Outg intl roam
� all incoming calls, All incoming
� all incoming calls when you are abroad (when 

roaming), Inc when roam

To turn a c
1. Scroll to Se

calls, YES.
2. Select an o
3. Select Activ
4. Enter your 

� To check th
restriction a

� To turn off 
� To change 

Note: If yo
activate som
restrict cal
options.

Fixed dia
The Fixed 
be made on
the SIM ca
other numb
appears in 
card that al
numbers ar
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p
s, YES, Call options, YES, Closed 
it list, YES.
w? and press YES.
of the user group and press YES.
 number and press YES.
ex number from your operator.

roup
s, YES, Call options, YES, Closed 
it list, YES.
nd press YES.
and press YES.
e made within the selected group.

 Closed user groups
s, YES, Call options, YES, Closed 
en calls, YES.
ress YES.

t calls service, you can choose to 
ly from certain numbers. Other calls 
a busy tone. You have to save the 
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Security 

� Partial numbers can be saved. For example, saving 
0123456 allows calls to be made to all numbers 
starting with 0123456.

� Numbers that include question marks can be saved. 
For example, saving 01234567?0, allows calls to be 
made to numbers from 0123456700 to 0123456790. 
To enter a question mark, press and hold .

Note: Calls to the international emergency number 
112 can still be made, even when Fixed dialling is on.

To turn Fixed dialling on or off
1. Scroll to Phone Book, YES, Options, YES, Fixed 

dialling, YES.
2. Enter your PIN2 and press YES.
3. Select On or Off and press YES.

To save a fixed number
� Select Add new? from the Phonebook/Special 

numbers/Fixed numbers menu, then enter the 
number.

Closed user groups
The Closed user group function is a way of 
lowering call costs. On some networks it is 
cheaper to make calls within a call group. 
You can have a maximum of 10 groups.

To add a grou
1. Scroll to Setting

groups, YES, Ed
2. Scroll to Add ne
3. Enter the name 
4. Enter the index

You get the ind

To activate a g
1. Scroll to Setting

groups, YES, Ed
2. Select a group a
3. Select Activate 

Calls can only b

To call outside
1. Scroll to Setting

groups, YES, Op
2. Select On and p

Accept calls
With the Accep
receive calls on
are rejected by 
numbers that yo
callers list. The n
phone book. The
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usly. You can, for example, put an 
ll on hold while you make or answer a 
, and then switch between the two calls.
 set up a conference call to have a joint 
n with up to four people.

 also reach the different options described 
ressing .

aiting service
aiting service is on, you hear a beep if 

 a second call during an ongoing call.

 call waiting service on or off
ttings, YES, Call options, YES, Call 
S.
ate or Cancel and press YES.

status to check if call waiting is on or off.

u are engaged in data call, incoming calls 
.
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44 More than one call

To add numbers to the Accepted callers list
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Call options, YES, Accept 

calls, YES, Accepted list, YES.
2. Scroll to Add new?, YES.

This takes you to the phone book.
3. Select an entry and press YES.

To set the accept calls option
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Call options, YES, Accept 

calls, YES, Accept options, YES.
2. Select an option and press YES.

More t
Your phone
simultaneo
ongoing ca
second call

You can
conversatio

You can
below by p

The Call w
If the Call w
you receive

To turn the
1. Scroll to Se

waiting, YE
2. Select Activ

Select Get 

Note: If yo
are rejected
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n select Transfer call to connect the 
re disconnected from both calls. This 
tor dependent.
 the ongoing call and, then press YES 
eld call.
n select Release all, to end both calls.

hird call
wer a third call without ending one of 
ls.
answer to end the current call and 

ing call. The call on hold remains on 

eject the waiting call.

alls
 up to four participants in a 
 To create a conference call, 
one active call and one call 

 calls into a conference call
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Making a second call
1. Put the ongoing call on hold by pressing YES.
2. Enter the number you wish to call and press YES

Note: You can only put one call on hold.

Receiving a second call
If the Call waiting service is on, you hear a beep in 
the earpiece if you receive a second call.

� Press YES to answer the second call and put the 
ongoing call on hold (Answer).

� Select Busy to reject the second call and continue the 
ongoing call.

� Select Release&answer to answer the second call 
and to end the ongoing call.

One ongoing call and one call on hold
When you have one active call and one call on hold, 
you can do one of the following:

� Press YES to switch between the two calls.
� Press , then select Join calls to join the two calls 

into a conference call.

1. Press , the
two calls. You a
service is opera

� Press NO to end
to retrieve the h

� Press , the

Receiving a t
You cannot ans
the first two cal

� Select Release&
answer the wait
hold.

� Select Busy to r

Conference c
You can include
conference call.
you must have 
on hold.

To join the two
1. Press .
2. Select Join call
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 a participant
.
rties in conf, YES.

rticipant and press .
lease part, YES.

t a conference on hold and make a new 
n switch between the calls in the same 
n switching between two normal calls.
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46 More than one call

To add a new participant
1. Press YES to put the conference group on hold.
2. Call the next person you wish to include in the 

conference group.
3. Press .
4. Select Join calls, YES.

Repeat steps 1 to 3 to include more participants.

To check the participants
1. Press .
2. Select Parties in conf, YES.

You can have a private conversation with one 
participant and put the other participants on hold.

To extract a participant
1. Press .
2. Scroll to Parties in conf, YES.
3. Select a participant and press .
4. Scroll to Extract part. Press YES.

To rejoin the participant
1. Press .
2. Scroll to Join calls, YES.

To release
1. Press 
2. Scroll to Pa
3. Select a pa
4. Scroll to Re

You can pu
call. You ca
way as whe

To end the
� Press NO.
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list of networks
s, YES, Networks, YES, Preferred nets, 

k�s full name, select the network and 

me and press YES.

ork to the list
s, YES, Networks, YES, Preferred nets, 
 YES.
ork you want and press YES.
ou want does not appear in the list, 

and press YES.
igit country number and the two-digit 
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Setting network preferences
When you turn on the phone, it automatically 
searches for the last accessed network. If 
this is not within range, you may use another 
network, provided your network operator 
has an agreement that allows you to do so. This is 
called roaming.

To select a network
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Networks, YES, Select 

network, YES.
2. Select a network and press YES.

To start an automatic network search
� Scroll to Settings, YES, Networks, YES, New search, 

YES.

List of preferred networks
You can edit the list that defines in which order your 
phone will select a network during automatic 
network selection. The list is set by your operator 
and stored on the SIM card.

To review the 
1. Scroll to Setting

YES.
2. To see a networ

press .
3. Scroll to Full na

To add a netw
1. Scroll to Setting

YES, Add new?,
2. Select the netw
3. If the network y

scroll to Other 
4. Enter the three-d

network numbe
5. Enter a position

To rearrange t
1. Scroll to Setting

YES.
2. Select the netwo
3. Select New prio
4. Enter the new p
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 number of call units) is displayed instead.

eck the duration of your Last call, 
me, and the Total time.

he call time
all info, YES, Call timers, YES.
l time and press YES.
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48 Call time and call cost

Search modes
� Automatic search mode means that your phone first 

searches for the last accessed network. If this is not 
available, it automatically searches for another 
available network within range.

� Manual search mode means that your phone first 
searches for the last accessed network, but if this is 
not available, the question Select net? appears. You 
then need to choose a network as described in �To 
select a network� on page 47.

To select automatic or manual search mode
� Select Automatic or Manual from the Settings/

Networks/Search mode menu and press YES.

Call tim
During a ca
display. If y
cost (or the

Call time
You can ch
Outgoing ti

To check t
1. Scroll to C
2. Select a cal
� Select Rese

counter.

Call cost
You can ch
the Total co

To check t
1. Scroll to C
2. Select a cal
� Select Clea
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fic credit limit
fo, YES, Call costs, YES, Set credit, 

2 and press YES.
redit and press YES.
t and press YES.
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Note: If you subscribe to cost information, you must 
enter your PIN2 to clear the cost or time counter.

Setting the call cost
You can use the �tariff� function to specify the price 
per call unit. If you do not specify a price per call 
unit, the number of call units is displayed instead.

To enter the price per call unit
1. Scroll to Call info, YES, Call costs, YES, Set tariff, 

YES.
2. Enter your PIN2 and press YES.
3. Select Change tariff and press YES.
4. Enter the code for the currency you want, (for 

example GBP for Pounds Sterling), and press YES.
5. Enter the price per call unit and press YES.

To enter a decimal point, press .

Credit limit for calls
If supported by your network and your subscription, 
you can enter a total amount of money that can be 
used for making calls. When the amount reaches 
zero, no more calls can be made. Please note that 
the credit limit is only an estimated value.

To set a speci
1. Scroll to Call in

YES.
2. Enter your PIN
3. Select Change c
� Enter an amoun

To set an unlim
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e WAP settings manually
AP services, YES, WAP settings, YES.
AP profile and press YES.
ateway, YES, User id, YES.
ser id to your gateway and press YES.
word and press YES.
assword to your gateway and press YES.
 mode and press YES.
ata mode conn.less / conn.oriented and 

 address and press YES.
 address to your gateway and press YES.

 go back one level in the menus.
SM data, YES, Phone number, YES.
hone number you use with your GSM data 
 and press YES.
ial type and press YES.
ogue or ISDN connection and press YES.

ow entered the settings you need to start 
e Internet. You may also need to enter the 
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50 Using the WAP browser

Using the WAP browser
Your phone has a WAP (Wireless Application 
Protocol) browser which is designed to bring a 
modified Internet to your mobile phone, a mobile 
Internet. A wide range of services are available, 
for example, news, entertainment, timetables, 
reservations, banking, e-mail.

Preparing your phone for WAP
Before you can start using the WAP browser, you 
have to enter settings for a WAP profile. You can 
have different WAP profiles depending on how you 
connect to the Mobile Internet. You could, for example, 
have one WAP profile for mobile e-commerce and 
another one for general WAP browsing.

Note: The settings may already be entered when you 
buy the phone, or you can receive the settings from 
your network operator or your service provider. You 
can also receive settings from
http:// wap.sonyericsson.com

To enter th
1. Scroll to W
2. Select a W
3. Scroll to G
4. Enter the U
5. Select Pass
6. Enter the p
7. Select Data
8. Select the d

press YES.
9. Select Data

10. Enter the IP
11. Press NO to
12. Scroll to G
13. Enter the p

connection
14. Scroll to D
15. Select Anal

You have n
browsing th
following i

16. Scroll to U
17. Enter the U

press YES.
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1
1

you are browsing
ifferent options while browsing, by 
Its content may vary depending on 
 you are visiting.
 back to the WAP services menu in 
other phone menus. When you want 
g again, scroll to WAP services, YES, 

et the latest version of the WAP page 
g.
nter the WAP address of a page you 

 Add the page you are currently 
r list of bookmarks. When you save a 
associated with the WAP profile that 
y using.
nd a text message with a link to the 
ge to another page.

. Set the current WAP page as your 

your browsing.
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8. Scroll to Password and press YES.
9. Enter the Password for your GSM data connection 

and press YES.

To start browsing
1. First select the WAP profile you want to use. Scroll 

to WAP services, YES. Select profile, YES.
2. Then do one of the following:

�Open your homepage (Sony Ericsson Mobile 
Internet is default).

�Enter the address of a WAP site. Select Enter 
address and press YES. Enter the WAP address.

�Go to one of your bookmarks.

Tip: If the WAP address starts with http://, you do 
not need to enter this prefix. You only need to enter 
the prefix if it starts with something else, for 
example, ftp://.

To change homepage
1. Scroll to WAP services, YES, WAP settings, YES.
2. Select the WAP profile you want and press YES.
3. Select Edit homepage and press YES.
4. Enter a name for this homepage and press YES.
5. Enter the address to the WAP page you want to set as 

your homepage and press YES.

Options while 
You can reach d
pressing . 
which WAP site

� Go to menu. Go
order to access 
to start browsin
Resume, YES.

� Reload page. G
you are browsin

� Enter address. E
want to visit.

� Add bookmark.
browsing to you
bookmark, it is 
you are currentl

� Send as link. Se
current WAP pa

� New homepage
homepage.

� Exit WAP. End 
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SM data, YES, Speed, YES.
ed and press YES.

 timeout
ecify the time that should pass before the 
ttempt of a WAP page is stopped.

 download timeout
AP services, YES, WAP settings, YES,
P profile and press YES.

onse timer and press YES.
many seconds you want the download to 
fore it stops, and press YES.

WAP profiles
AP services, YES, Select profile, YES.
P profile and press YES.

profile is active until you switch again.

 the name of a WAP profile
AP services, YES, WAP settings, YES.
P profile and press YES.
me and press YES.
 name and press YES.
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52 Using the WAP browser

To open a bookmark while browsing
1. When you are browsing, press  until the 

Options menu appears.
2. Scroll to Go to menu, YES, Bookmarks, YES.
3. Select the bookmark you want and press YES.
4. Select Go to and press YES.

Images
You can choose whether you want to see images or 
not when you are browsing. If you turn off the Show 
images function, the images appear as icons in the 
display.

If an image contains a link, you can access the link 
by highlighting the image, then press YES.

To turn the show images function on or off
1. Scroll to WAP services, YES, WAP settings, YES.
2. Select a WAP profile and press YES.
3. Scroll to Show images and press YES.
4. Select On or Off and press YES.

To change the data speed
1. Scroll to WAP services, YES, WAP settings, 

YES.
2. Select a WAP profile and press YES.

3. Scroll to G
4. Select a spe

Download
You can sp
download a

To set the
1. Scroll to W
2. Select a WA
3. Select Resp
4. Enter how 

continue be

To switch 
1. Scroll to W
2. Select a WA

This WAP 

To change
1. Scroll to W
2. Select a WA
3. Select Rena
4. Enter a new
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akes it possible for you to keep track 
etings that you need to attend, phone 

eed to make or tasks you need to do. 
you can save:

ding date and time, priority, duration, 
, recurrence and a reminder.
luding date and time, priority, 
hone number to call, subject and a 

luding date and time, priority, 
subject.
g subject, priority and due date.

nt in the calendar
, YES, Calendar, YES.
use  or  to select the week 
 wish to add.
er Week view.

 to select a day and press YES.
 event? Press YES.
and press YES.
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Clearing cache
You can clear the cache memory which contains 
previously visited WAP pages. You may, for 
example, want to clear the information on your 
transactions.

To clear the cache memory
1. Scroll to WAP services, YES, Clear cache, YES.
2. Empty cache? appears. Press YES.

Security
To establish secure connections when using certain 
WAP services, you need to have certificates saved 
in your phone.

To check the certificates in your phone
� Scroll to WAP services, YES, Certificates, YES. 

You can see a list of the available certificates.

To set a secure connection to a profile
1. Scroll to WAP services, YES, WAP settings, YES.
2. Select a profile.
3. Select Security, YES.
4. Select On, YES.

Calendar
The calendar m
of important me
calls that you n
In the calendar 

� Meetings, inclu
subject, location

� Phone calls, inc
duration, what p
reminder.

� Reminders, inc
recurrence and 

� Tasks, includin

To add an eve
1. Scroll to Extras
2. In Month view, 

of the event you
3. Press YES to ent
4. Use  or 
5. Select Add new
6. Select an event 
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orrect date, time etc. and press YES after 
f you do not want to change a part of the 
 YES and it remains the same.
d event is saved, when the display shows 

hone number saved in a phone 

ndar, scroll to the day in which the phone 
s saved.
hone call event and press .

 and press YES.

our calendar
ur Calendar content, scroll to Extras, YES, 
ES and then select one of the following:

. Move from one week to the next by 
 or  keys. Press YES to enter a 

k. Press YES again to enter a certain day. 
 include an event are marked in bold.

. Events are shown as blocks on an hourly 
ay has todo items assigned to it then the 
s marked in bold. You can enter a certain 
sing YES when a day is highlighted.
All the events for a certain day.
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54 Calendar

7. Enter settings for the event and proceed at each stage 
by pressing YES.

8. The event is saved, when the display shows New 
entry added.

Tip: You can also press  in Week view to add an 
event.

Note: If due date is left as the current date then the 
item will be shown in the calendar until you remove it 
or mark it as done. Overdue items have an asterisk in 
front of them.

To delete an event in the calendar
1. In the Calendar, scroll to the day of the event.
2. Use  or  to select the event.
3. Press  to delete. Press YES to confirm.

Tip: When the event is selected in the day view, you 
can also delete the event from the  menu.

To edit an event in the calendar
1. In the Calendar, scroll to the day of the event.
2. Use  or  to select the event.
3. Press .
4. Select Edit and press YES.

5. Enter the c
each one. I
entry, press

6. The change
Saved.

To call a p
call event

1. In the Cale
call event i

2. Select the p
3. Select Call

Viewing y
To view yo
Calendar, Y

� Month View
using the 
certain wee
Days which

� Week View
scale. If a d
day name i
day by pres

� Day View. 
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alendar entry
ve a calendar entry, the phone beeps, 
t rapidly flashes green and the message 

 received Save? appears. If you press 
 task will be saved in your calendar, 
 NO the event or task will be 
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Tip: You can also press  in Month view to select 
a certain day.

Viewing the storage status
You can see how many percent of the storage entries 
that are free or used, and the interval between your 
first and last appointment.

1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Calendar, YES.
2. Press .
3. Scroll to Status and press YES.

Exchanging calendar entries
You can send and receive calendar events using a text 
message.

To send a calendar event
1. Select the event you wish to send from the calendar.
2. Press .
3. Select Send and press YES.
4. Enter the recipient�s phone number or recall it from 

the phone book by pressing .
5. Press YES to send.

To receive a c
When you recei
the indicator ligh
Calendar entry
YES the event or
and if you press
discarded.
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ew code
tras, YES, Code memo, YES.
password to open the code memo.
new code?, YES.
e associated with the code, for example 

f the credit card company, and press YES.
ode and press YES.

a single code
ode memo as described above.
ode you want to delete and press .
ears. Press YES.

 a code
ode memo as described above.
ode you want to change and press .

.
ame and press YES, enter the code and 

 a code is selected you can press  to 
te it.
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56 Code memo

Code memo
Instead of having to remember all the different 
security codes for credit cards and so on, you can 
save them encrypted in Code memo in your phone. 
Then all you need to remember is the password to 
open Code memo.

Using the check word function
To confirm that you have entered the correct password 
in Code memo you must enter a Checkword. When 
you enter your password the checkword is shown for 
a short time. If the password is correct, the correct 
codes are shown. If you enter the incorrect password, 
the checkword and the codes that are shown are also 
incorrect.

Using code memo
To open the code memo for the first time

1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Code memo, YES. A message 
appears

2. Press YES and enter a 4 digit password to start the 
code memo and press YES.

3. Confirm the new password by entering it again.
Enter a checkword and press YES.
The checkword can consist of both letters and digits.

To add a n
1. Scroll to Ex
2. Enter your 
3. Select Add 
4. Enter a nam

the name o
5. Enter the c

To delete 
1. Open the c
2. Select the c
3. Delete? app

To change
1. Open the c
2. Select the c
3. Select Edit
4. Enter the n

press YES.

Tip: When
edit or dele
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e lines
y have to voice lines with 
 numbers. This may be 
ample, you want to keep 
nd private calls on different 

 scroll to Call info/Switch to line 1/2.

lls are made on this line until you 
ing calls can still be received on 

ge the names of the lines, and have 
s for each line, for example, different 

ame of a line, scroll to Settings/
e tags.
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To change the code memo password
1. Open the code memo as described above.
2. Scroll to Options and press YES.
3. Scroll to Chg password and press YES.
4. Enter your new password and press YES.
5. Repeat the new password and press YES.
6. Enter a checkword and press YES.

Forgot your password?
If you forget your password, just enter any password 
to access the Code memo function. The checkword 
and codes that are then shown are incorrect. You 
must now reset the Code memo.

To reset code memo
1. Scroll to Options, YES, Reset, YES.
2. Reset code memo? appears. Press YES.

The Code memo is reset and all entries are cleared. 
The next time you enter the Code memo, you must 
start at �To open the code memo for the first time� 
on page 56.

Two voic
Your phone ma
different phone
useful if, for ex
business calls a
lines.

� To select a line,

All outgoing ca
change it. Incom
either line.

You can chan
different setting
ring signals.

� To change the n
Display/Edit lin
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ccess number of the calling card server 
ES.
e and press YES.

erification code of the calling card server 
ES.
h you want to send first � the number you 
l or the verification � and press YES.

 card
one book, YES, Calling cards, YES.

phone lock code and press YES.
ard you want and press YES.

calling card call
one number of the person you want to call.
old YES.
 number of the calling card server is 
ing the connecting phase, you are asked 
 phone number you want to call and the 
 code, in the order chosen earlier.
hen the display shows Send or wait a 
s and the number and code are sent 
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58 Calling card calls

Calling card calls
The Calling card service lets you redirect 
the charges to either a credit card account or 
to a calling card account, instead of your 
normal account. To be able to make calling 
card calls, you need to turn on the service.

You can save two separate calling card numbers in 
your phone. The numbers are protected by the phone 
lock code. See �The phone lock� on page 41.

Note: You cannot use the Calling card service for 
data calls.

To turn on the calling card service
1. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Options, YES, Set calling 

cards, YES.
2. Enter your phone lock code and press YES.
3. Select On and press YES.

To save a card number
1. Scroll to Phone book, YES, Calling cards, YES.
2. Enter your phone lock code and press YES.
3. Select Add new? and press YES.

4. Enter the a
and press Y

5. Enter a nam
6. Enter the v

and press Y
7. Select whic

want to cal

To select a
1. Scroll to Ph
2. Enter your 
3. Select the c

Making a 
1. Enter the ph
2. Press and h

The access
called. Dur
to send the
verification

3. Press YES w
few second
automatica
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rrent alarm
, YES, Time, YES, Recurrent alarm, 

nd press YES.
r days you want and press YES.

g  when in the recurrence rule 
ake multiple selections and also 

ons.

current alarm
, YES, Time, YES, Recurrent alarm, 

nd press YES.

a built-in calculator which can add, 
 and multiply. Scroll to Extras, YES, 
.
et +, -, x, /.
rase.
nter a decimal point, %, or brackets.
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Extras
Alarm clock
The phone has an alarm clock which rings at the time 
set, even if the phone is turned off. You can also set 
a recurrent alarm to ring at a specific time on several 
days, for example, to ring every Monday at a set time

To set the alarm
1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Time, YES, Alarm clock, YES.
2. Enter the time and press YES.

To turn the alarm signal off
� Press any key to turn the alarm off when it rings.

If you do not want the alarm to be repeated, press YES.

To turn the alarm function off
1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Time, YES, Alarm clock, YES.
2. Select Cancel and press YES.

To change the alarm signal
1. Scroll to Settings, YES, Sounds & alerts, YES, Alarm 

signal, YES.
2. Select a signal and press YES.

To set the recu
1. Scroll to Extras

YES.
2. Enter the time a
3. Select the day o

Tip: By pressin
menu, you can m
clear all selecti

To cancel a re
1. Scroll to Extras

YES.
2. Select Cancel a

Calculator
The phone has 
subtract, divide
Calculator, YES

� Press  to g
� Press  to e
� Press  to e
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 features a number of games. When in the 
s, help texts are available for each game.

game
tras, YES, Games, YES.

me, YES.
 (or Resume if the previous game was 
 press YES.

 the games
  = down
,  = right
se,  = select/deselect
t,  = confirm
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60 Extras

Stopwatch
Scroll to Extras, YES, Time, YES, Stopwatch, YES.

� To start, stop or re-start the stopwatch, press YES.
� To save up to 9 lap times, press .
� To check saved lap times, press  or .
� To reset the stopwatch, press .

Note: The stopwatch is turned off if you receive a 
call or text message, or if you exit the stopwatch 
menu.

Timer
The phone has a built-in 24-hour timer.

To set the timer
1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Time, YES, Timer, YES.
2. Enter the time and press YES to start the timer.
3. When the alert sounds, press any key to turn it off.

To set a new time when the timer is running
1. Scroll to Extras, YES, Time, YES, Timer, YES, Set new 

time, YES.
2. Enter the time and press YES. The countdown begins. 

The timer is shown in standby mode. When the alert 
sounds, press any key to turn it off.

Games
Your phone
list of game

To start a 
1. Scroll to Ex
2. Select a ga
3. Select New

paused) and

To control
�  = up,
�  = left
�  = pau
�  = qui
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csson Mobile 

rnet is a service supplied by Sony 
e it easier for you to communicate 
rmation quickly, wherever you are. 
ess to various messaging services, 
r services, user manuals and other 

ion. With the Mobile Internet you can 
ommunications software to ensure 
 out of your Sony Ericsson products.
son Mobile Internet address is:
ericsson.com
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Online services
Online services are customised services 
offered by a service provider, independently 
of mobile phones and mobile phone 
manufacturers.

New menu
A SIM card which supports the Online services 
works in the same way as a normal SIM card.

When you have inserted your SIM card and turned 
on your phone, your service provider can, at any 
time, download data over the air to your SIM card. 
After the first data download and after restarting your 
phone, a new menu appears in your phone as the first 
sub-menu under the Extras menu.

To enter your new menu system
� Scroll to Extras, YES, Online services, YES.

Note: This menu only appears if your SIM card 
supports this service. Some service providers may 
not use the name �Online services�. Your phone 
may not support all of the services offered.

Sony Eri
Internet
The Mobile Inte
Ericsson to mak
and receive info
It gives you acc
on-line custome
useful informat
also download c
you get the best
The Sony Erics
http://wap.sony
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 SIM card in the phone or you may have 
ncorrectly. Insert a SIM card. See �The 
on page 4.

ect SIM card
is set to work only with certain SIM cards. 
orrect SIM card.

 only
thin range of a network, but you are not 
use it. However, in an emergency, some 
llow you to call the international 
 number 112. See �Making emergency 
ge 7.

k
 network within range or the received 
o weak. You have to move to get a signal 
g enough.

, wrong PIN2
ntered your PIN or PIN2 incorrectly.
orrect PIN or PIN2, and press YES.
IM card lock� on page 40.
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62 Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting
Here are some problems that you might encounter 
while using your phone. Some problems require 
that you call your service provider, but most of the 
problems you can easily correct yourself.

The phone cannot be switched on
Hand-held phone

� Recharge or replace the battery. See �Important 
battery information� on page 5.

No indication of charging
When you start charging a battery that is empty or a 
battery that has not been used for a long time, it make 
take a while before the battery meter appears in the 
display.

Display language
If the display shows a language that you do not 
understand, you can always choose Automatic 
(determined by your SIM card) by pressing  
8888  in standby. You can always choose 
English by pressing  0000  in standby.

Error mes
Insert card
There is no
inserted it i
SIM card� 

Insert corr
The phone 
Insert the c

SOS calls
You are wi
allowed to 
operators a
emergency
calls� on pa

No networ
There is no
signal is to
that is stron

Wrong PIN
You have e

� Enter the c
See �The S
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rmitted
ng function is on and the number you 
ot on your fixed numbers list. See 
 on page 42.

n battery
 are using is not an Sony Ericsson-
y and is charging slowly for safety 
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Codes do not match
When you want to change a security code (for example 
your PIN) you have to confirm the new code by 
entering it again. The two codes that you have entered 
do not match. See �The SIM card lock� on page 40.

PIN/PIN2 blocked
You have entered your PIN or PIN2 incorrectly three 
times in a row. To unblock, see �The SIM card lock� 
on page 40.

PUK blocked - contact operator
You entered your personal unblocking key code (PUK) 
incorrectly 10 times in a row. Contact your network 
operator or service provider.

Phone locked
The phone is locked. To unlock the phone, see �The 
phone lock� on page 41.

Phone lock code
Your phone comes with the phone lock code, 0000. 
You can change it to any four- to eight-digit code. 
See �The phone lock� on page 41.

Number not pe
The Fixed dialli
have dialled is n
�Fixed dialling�

Charging, alie
The battery you
approved batter
reasons.
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All audible signals are turned off, except 
the alarm and timer.

You have received a text message.

You have received a voice message.

Line 1 is in use for outgoing calls.

Line 2 is in use for outgoing calls.

Indicates that the keypad is locked.

You have an ongoing call.

Indicates a missed call in the call list.

Indicates an answered call in the call list.

Indicates a dialled number in the call list.

A text message or phone book entry is 
saved in the phone memory.

Description
N
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64 Display icons

Display icons
Icon Description

Network signal indicator.

Battery status indicator.

All Line 1 incoming calls will be diverted to 
a defined number. No calls or only certain 
calls from numbers in a list are received.

All Line 2 incoming calls will be diverted to 
a defined number. No calls or only certain 
calls from numbers in a list are received.

All Line 1 and 2 incoming calls will be 
diverted to a defined number. No calls or 
only certain calls from numbers in a list are 
received.

The ring signal is turned off.

The alarm clock has been set and is on.

The recurrent alarm has been set and 
is on.

Icon
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ing chat message.

oing chat message.

dy inserted in a text message.

ates a meeting in your calendar.

ates an event to make a phone call.

ates a reminder is set in your 
dar.

ates a task in your calendar.

task has been marked as done in 
alendar.

rred network.

idden network.

 home network is within range.

ription
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A text message or phone book entry with 
restrictions (e g ring tones, icons) is saved 
in the phone memory.

A text message or phone book entry with 
restrictions is saved in the SIM card 
memory.

Only part of a message is saved in the 
phone memory.

The phone book entry is a group.

Unread text message (in inbox list).

Unread text message with restrictions.

Unchecked voice message (in inbox list).

You can enter the phone book by pressing 
.

The text message is saved in the SIM card 
memory.

Indicates that you have an ongoing 
session.

Icon Description
Incom

Outg

Melo

Indic

Indic

Indic
calen

Indic

The 
the c

Prefe

Forb

Your

Icon Desc
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keys
Do this:

all list press YES from standby

ortcuts press  from 
standby

ind menu press and hold  
from standby

ice mail service press and hold  
from standby

 sign to make an 
l phone call

press and hold  
from standby

ne to silent press and hold  
from standby

lock press  from 
standby and select 
Turn on keylock.

lock press  and then 
press YES

(phone book 
9)

press any of the 
number keys  - 

 and YES from 
standby
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66 Quick keys

Quick 
Indicates a help text.

Ciphering is currently not being provided 
by the network.

A secure WAP connection has been 
established.

Icon Description

To...
enter the C
enter My sh

enter the F

call your vo

enter the +
internationa

set the pho

turn on key

turn off key

speed dial 
positions 1�
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l data

T600

GSM 900/GSM 1800/
GSM 1900

Small plug in card 3V

92 x 41 x 19.5 mm

dard battery 60 g

ratures
+55°C

�10°C
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Technica
find a phone book entry 
beginning with the first letter 
(or the closest following) on 
a key

press and hold any of 
the keys  �  
from standby

find a phone book entry enter the position 
number and press 

 from standby

put a call on hold press YES

switch between two calls press YES

To... Do this:

General
Product name

System

SIM card

Dimensions
Size

Weight with stan

Ambient tempe
Max

Min
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ile phone is equipped with infrared, never 
frared ray at anyone�s eye and make sure 

 not disturb any other infrared units.

 antenna that has been specifically 
 Sony Ericsson for your mobile phone. 

uthorised or modified antennas could 
ur mobile phone and may violate 
, causing loss of performance and SAR 
e the recommended limits (see below).

se
mobile phone as you would any other 
not cover the top of the phone when in 
 affects call quality and may cause the 
erate at a higher power level than needed, 

ning talk and standby times.

quency (RF) Exposure and SAR
e phone is a low-power radio transmitter 
r. When it is turned on, it emits low levels 
quency energy (also known as radio 
dio frequency fields).
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68 Safe and Efficient Use

Safe and Efficient Use
Note: Please read this information before 
using your mobile phone.

Recommendations
� Always treat your product with care and keep it in a 

clean and dust-free place.
� Do not expose your product to liquid or moisture or 

humidity.
� Do not expose your product to extreme high or low 

temperatures.
� Do not expose your product to open flames or lit 

tobacco products.
� Do not drop, throw or try to bend your product.
� Do not paint your product.
� Turn your product off in places where posted notices 

instruct you to do so and in places where mobile 
phones are prohibited including aircraft and 
hospitals.

� Do not place your product or install wireless 
equipment in the area above your car�s air bag.

� Do not attempt to disassemble your product. Only 
Sony Ericsson authorised personnel should perform 
service.

� If your mob
direct the in
that it does

Antenna
Only use an
designed by
Use of una
damage yo
regulations
levels abov

Efficient U
Hold your 
phone. Do 
use, as this
phone to op
thus shorte

Radio Fre
Your mobil
and receive
of radio fre
waves or ra
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 SAR below the radio frequency 
lines do not mean that there are 
ety. While there may be differences 
mong various mobile phones, all 

obile phone models are designed 
vant guidelines for radio frequency 

ation for residents in countries/regions 
ed the SAR limit recommended by 
l Commission on Non-Ionising 
ction (ICNIRP), which is 2 W/kg 
en (10) gram of tissue (for example 
n, Japan, Brazil and New Zealand):
AR value for this model phone 

Sony Ericsson for use at the ear is 
.

local laws/regulations restrict the use 
es while driving or require drivers to 
olutions. We recommend that you use 
r Sony Ericsson handsfree solutions 
 with your product.
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Governments around the world have adopted 
comprehensive international safety guidelines, 
developed by scientific organisations, e.g. ICNIRP 
(International Commission on Non-Ionising 
Radiation Protection) and IEEE (The Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc.), through 
periodic and thorough evaluation of scientific 
studies. These guidelines establish permitted levels 
of radio wave exposure for the general population. 
The levels include a safety margin designed to assure 
the safety of all persons, regardless of age and health, 
and to account for any variations in measurements.

The radio wave exposure guidelines employ a unit 
of measurement known as the Specific Absorption 
Rate, or SAR. Tests for SAR are conducted using 
standardised methods with the phone transmitting at 
its highest certified power level in all used frequency 
bands. The actual SAR level of the mobile phone 
while operating can be well below the value stated 
below. This is because the mobile phone is designed 
to use the minimum power required to reach the 
network. Therefore, the closer you are to a base 
station, the more likely it is that the actual SAR level 
will decrease.

Variations in
exposure guide
variations in saf
in SAR levels a
Sony Ericsson m
to meet the rele
exposure.

� SAR data inform
that have adopt
the Internationa
Radiation Prote
averaged over t
European Unio

The highest S
when tested by 
0.8 W/kg (10g)

Driving
Please check if 
of mobile phon
use handsfree s
only Ericsson o
intended for use
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LLOW CHILDREN TO PLAY WITH 
BILE PHONE OR ITS ACCESSORIES. 
LD HURT THEMSELVES OR OTHERS, 

D ACCIDENTALLY DAMAGE THE 
HONE OR ACCESSORY. YOUR 
HONE OR ITS ACCESSORY MAY 
 SMALL PARTS THAT COULD 
HED AND CREATE A CHOKING 

 of the Product
e phone should not be placed in municipal 
se check local regulations for disposal of 
roducts.

pply
e AC power adapter only to designated 
ces as marked on the product. Make sure 
positioned so that it will not be subjected 
or stress. To reduce risk of electric shock, 
unit from any power source before 
to clean it. The AC power adapter must 
 outdoors or in damp areas. Never alter 
plug. If the plug will not fit into the outlet, 
er outlet installed by a qualified electrician.
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70 Safe and Efficient Use

Always give full attention to driving and pull off 
the road and park before making or answering a call 
if driving conditions so require.

Please note that because of possible interference 
to electronic equipment, some vehicle manufacturers 
forbid the use of mobile phones in their vehicles unless 
a handsfree kit with an external antenna supports the 
installation.

Personal Medical Devices
Mobile phones may affect the operation of cardiac 
pacemakers and other implanted equipment. Please 
avoid placing the mobile phone over the pacemaker, 
e.g. in your breast pocket. When using the mobile 
phone, place it at the ear opposite the pacemaker. If a 
minimum distance of 15 cm (6 inches) is kept between 
the mobile phone and the pacemaker, the risk of 
interference is limited. If you have any reason to 
suspect that interference is taking place, immediately 
turn off your mobile phone.

Contact your cardiologist for more information.
For other medical devices, please consult the 

manufacturer of the device.

Children
DO NOT A
YOUR MO
THEY COU
OR COUL
MOBILE P
MOBILE P
CONTAIN
BE DETAC
HAZARD.

Disposing
Your mobil
waste. Plea
electronic p

Power Su
Connect th
power sour
the cord is 
to damage 
unplug the 
attempting 
not be used
the cord or 
have a prop
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explode if disposed of in fire.
he battery to liquid.
etal contacts on the battery 
etal object. This could 

d damage the battery.
on or Sony Ericsson 
l batteries and chargers 
 with your mobile phone. 

may not charge sufficiently 
 excessive heat. Using other batteries 
uld be dangerous.
ble or modify the battery.

he battery to extreme 
ever above +60°C (+140°F). 
attery capacity, use the 

 temperature.
obile phone before removing 

ldren�s reach.
e battery to be put into the 
electrolytes may be toxic if 

for the intended purpose 
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Emergency Calls
Mobile phones operate using radio signals, which 
cannot guarantee connection under all conditions. 
Therefore you should never rely solely upon any 
mobile phone for essential communications (e.g. 
medical emergencies).

Emergency calls may not be possible on all cellular 
networks or when certain network services and/or 
mobile phone features are in use. Check with your 
local service provider.

Battery Information
We recommend that you charge the battery for 4 hours 
before you use your mobile phone for the first time. 
The battery can only be charged in temperatures 
between +5°C (+41°F) and +45°C (+113°F).

A new battery or one that has not been used for 
a long time could have reduced capacity the first few 
times it is used.

The talk and standby times depend on usage 
conditions and network configurations when using 
the mobile phone. If the mobile phone is used near 
a base station, less power is required and talk and 
standby times are prolonged.

� Warning! May 
� Do not expose t
� Do not let the m

touch another m
short-circuit an

� Use only Ericss
branded origina
intended for use
Other chargers 
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the battery.
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� Use the battery 
only.
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son Mobile Communications AB, 
und, Sweden, (Sony Ericsson), provides 
d Warranty for your mobile phone and 
essory delivered with your mobile phone 

r referred to as �Product�).
our Product need warranty service, please 
the dealer from whom it was purchased, 
our local Sony Ericsson Customer Care 

ional rates may apply) or visit 
Ericsson.com to get further information.

nty
he conditions of this Limited Warranty, 
son warrants this Product to be free from 
esign, material and workmanship at the 
riginal purchase by a consumer, and for 

nt period of one (1) year.

Will Do
e warranty period, this Product fails to 
er normal use and service, due to defects 
aterials or workmanship, Sony Ericsson 
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72 Limited Warranty

Disposing of the Battery
The battery should never be placed in 
municipal waste. Please check local 
regulations for disposal of batteries or call 
your local Sony Ericsson Customer Care Centre 
for information.

Limite
Sony Erics
S-221 88 L
this Limite
original acc
(hereinafte
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www.Sony
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oes not cover any failure of the 
normal wear and tear, or due to 
g but not limited to use in other than 

customary manner, in accordance 
ricsson instructions for use and 

 the Product. Nor does this warranty 
e of the Product due to accident, 
 adjustment, acts of God or damage 
iquid.
ar system on which the Product is to 
ded by a carrier independent from 
Sony Ericsson will not be responsible 
n, availability, coverage, services or 
stem.
oes not cover Product failures caused 
, modifications, or repair or opening 
erformed by a non-Sony Ericsson 

on.
oes not cover Product failures which 
d by use of accessories or other 
es which are not listed under 

n this user�s guide.
 any of the seals on the Product will 
ty.
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country/region* where you purchased the Product, 
will, at their option, either repair or replace the 
Product in accordance with the terms and conditions 
stipulated herein.

Sony Ericsson and its service partners reserve the 
right to charge a handling fee if a returned Product 
is found not to be under warranty according to the 
conditions below.

Conditions
1. The warranty is valid only if the original proof of 

purchase issued to the original purchaser by the dealer, 
specifying the date of purchase and serial number**, 
is presented with the Product to be repaired or 
replaced. Sony Ericsson reserves the right to refuse 
warranty service if this information has been removed 
or changed after the original purchase of the Product 
from the dealer.

2. If Sony Ericsson repairs or replaces the Product, the 
repaired or replaced Product shall be warranted for 
the remaining time of the original warranty period 
or for ninety (90) days from the date of repair, 
whichever is longer. Repair or replacement may 
involve the use of functionally equivalent 
reconditioned units. Replaced parts or components 
will become the property of Sony Ericsson.

3. This warranty d
Product due to 
misuse, includin
the normal and 
with the Sony E
maintenance of
cover any failur
modification or
resulting from l

4. Since the cellul
operate is provi
Sony Ericsson, 
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range of that sy

5. This warranty d
by installations
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authorised pers

6. The warranty d
have been cause
peripheral devic
�Accessories� i

7. Tampering with
void the warran
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 statutory rights under applicable 
in force, nor the consumer�s rights against 
rising from their sales/purchase contract.

n Union (EU)
 purchased your Product in an EU country 
ve your Product serviced, under the 
set out above, within the warranty period 
ountry where an identical Product is sold 
rised Sony Ericsson distributor. To find 
Product is sold in the EU country you are 
all the local Sony Ericsson Customer Care 
ase observe that certain services may not 
 elsewhere than in the country of original 
or example due to the fact that your 
y have an interior or exterior which 
 from equivalent models sold in other 
es. It may not be possible to repair 
 Products.

 countries/regions additional information 
. If so, this is clearly shown on the valid 
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74 Limited Warranty

8. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, 
WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL, OTHER 
THAN THIS PRINTED LIMITED WARRANTY. 
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ARE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS 
LIMITED WARRANTY. IN NO EVENT SHALL 
SONY ERICSSON OR ITS LICENSORS BE 
LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY 
NATURE WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS 
OR COMMERCIAL LOSS, TO THE FULL 
EXTENT THOSE DAMAGES CAN BE 
DISCLAIMED BY LAW.

Some countries/states do not allow the exclusion or 
limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or 
limitation of the duration of implied warranties, so 
the preceding limitations or exclusions may not 
apply to you.

The war
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ry Information
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son Mobile Communications AB of
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g the provisions of, Radio Equipment 
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Accessory Information
Your product supports the following accessories:

� Standard Battery BSL-14
� Travel Charger CTR-10
� Micro Travel Charger CMT-10
� Cigarette Lighter Adapter CLA-11
� Desk Stand CDS-11
� Portable Handsfree with answering button HPB-10
� Portable Handsfree HPE-14
� Car Holder HCH-30

The full range of accessories may not be available in 
every market.
Subject to change without prior notice.

Regulato
Declaration o
We, Sony Erics
Nya Vattentorne
S-221 88 Lund,
declare under ou
Sony Ericsson t
and in combinat
declaration relat
standards 3GPP
60950, followin
and Telecommu
99/5/EC with re
89/336/EEC, an
Lund May, 2002
Place & date of issu

Kentaro Odaka, Hea

We fulfil the req
(99/5/EC).
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76 Regulatory Information

FCC Statement
This device complies with Part 15 of the 
FCC rules. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions: (1) This device may not 
cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must 
accept any interference received, including 
interference that may cause undesired operation.
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In
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
se
A
A
A

B
Ba
Ba
Ba
Ba
Bo

Bu

Call waiting service
turning off 44
turning on 44

Calling Line Identification (CLI) 
service 8
Calls

answering 8
conference 45
emergency 7
ending 6
hiding your number 9
international 7
making 6
putting on hold 45, 46
receiving 8
rejecting 8
showing your number 9
switching between calls 45

Cell information 38
Charging 5
Chat 35

ending a chat session 35
nicknames 35
resuming a chat session 35
snippets 36
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dex

ccept calls 43
larm clock 59
set time 59
turn off 59
larm signal 59
nswering a call 8
nswering mode 31
nswering service. See Voice mail 
rvice
rea information 37
sk to save 19
ssembling the phone 4

ckground picture 29
rring calls. See Restrict calls
ttery 5
ttery indicator 64
okmarks 51

adding a bookmark 51
siness cards 21

editing 22
receiving 22
sending 21

C
Calculator 59
Calendar 53

add an event 53
deleting an event 54
editing an event 54
receiving an entry 55
schedule a meeting 53
schedule a phone call 53
sending an entry 55
set a reminder 53
set a task 53

Call barring. See Restrict calls
Call cost 48

setting a credit limit 49
setting a price per call unit 49

Call divert
turning off 40
turning on 39

Call forwarding. See Call divert
Call list 23

call number 23
missed calls 24

Call restrictions. See Restrict calls
Call time 48
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Key functions 11

quick keys 66
Key sound 30
Keypad 3
Keypad lock 30

automatic 30
manual 30
unlock 30

L
Letters

entering 15
input modes 15
T9 input 17

M
Making a call 6
Master reset 32
Melodies

compose or edit 26
insert in message 33
save from message 34

Menu language 12
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78

starting a chat session 35
suspending a chat session 35

Choosing a calling card 58
Clock. See Time
Closed user groups 43
Code Memo 56
Conference calls 45

adding a participant 46
extracting a participant 46
releasing a participant 46
setting up 45

Credit card calls
making a call 58
saving a number 58

D
Date 31

setting 31
Display

help texts 12
light 30

Divert calls
turning off 40
turning on 39

E
Earpiece volume 7
Emergency calls 7
Emergency numbers 8
Ending a call 6
Entering letters 15

F
Fixed dialling 42

turning on 43
Fixed numbers 43

storing 43
Forwarding calls. See Call divert

G
Games 60
Groups. See phone book

H
Handsfree 31
Help texts 12
Hiding your number 9

I
International calls 7
International emergency number 7
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M

M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M

N
N

N

changing the security code 41
on 41

Pictures 28
edit 28
insert in message 33
save from message 34

PIN
changing 41

PIN2
changing 41

Plus sign (+) 7
Profiles

selecting 38
PUK 40

Q
Quick Keys 66

R
Reading a message 34
Receiving a call 8
Recurrent alarm 59
Re-dialling

automatic 7
Rejecting a call 8
Request reply (SMS) 36
N
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enus 11
display text 12
leave a menu 11
moving (scrolling) through 11
select a menu 11
shortcuts 11
essage signal 28
essages. See Text messages
icrophone
muting 7
turning off 7
inute minder 30
issed calls 24
oving through menus 11
uting the microphone 7
y shortcuts 13
adding function 13
removing function 13

etwork
preferred 47
search modes 48
selecting 47
otepad 8

O
Online Services 61
Opening a homepage 51
Opening a WAP page 51

P
Personal ring signal 26
Phone

turning off 6
turning on 6

Phone book 18
ask to save 19
card memory 20
delete a phone number 19
editing a name 19
editing a phone number 19
groups 21
memory 20
overwrite protection 20
phone memory 20
save a number 18
shortcuts 19
sort order 20

Phone lock
activating/cancelling 42
auto lock 41
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V
Vibrating alert 28
Voice mail 24
Voice mail service

calling 24
saving number 24

Volume
earpiece 7

Volume key 8, 10

W
WAP

bookmarks 51
entering WAP settings 50
opening a homepage 51
opening a WAP page 51
preparing the phone 50
security 53

WAP profiles 52
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Restrict calls 42
changing password 42
changing status 42

Ring signal
choosing 25
compose own melody 26
increasing ring 25
message signal 28
personal 26
turn off 25
volume 30

S
Saving a number 18
Scrolling 10
Sending a message 33
Sending Touch Tone Signals 9
Service centre 32
Shortcuts 11
Showing your number 9
Silent ring signal 25
SIM card 5

unblocking 40
SIM card lock

activating/cancelling 41
SMS. See Text messages
SOS calls 7

SOS numbers 8
Special Alarm

turn off 59
Standby mode 6
Switching between two calls 45

T
Text messages 32

calling phone number in 34
deleting 34
forwarding 34
long messages 37
message types 36
reading 34
reply requested 36
replying 34
saving 34
sending 33

Time 30
format 31
setting the time 30

Tone signals
turning off 9

Turn off microphone 7
Turning phone on 6
Two voice lines 57
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